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3 $ 750* $ 600*

4 $ 1250* $ 990*

Jewelry theft protection and inventory
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«Jewelry anti-theft
Inventory system» 

Solution with software
use ONLY with computer

Software "Inventory" + theft protection.  It can monitor several entrances or «smart shelves» simultaneously.
Ethernet connection RJ45.  Kit:  Reader F-6950 RFID - 1 pcs. + 4 antennas «smart shelves» size 17,7in x
17,7in x 2in (45cm x 45cm x 4,5cm). Power supplies, mounting kit, one software license. 
The RFID antennas can be built-in the shelf itself or be installed behind/under/above normal shelves. By
continuously scanning the RFID tagged items on the shelf, the RFID reader consistently notifies the back-end
system about the existing items and their movement. By tracking items, their movements and whereabouts,
the system provides retailers full information. If any item disappears from the reading area, an alarm is issued.
The reading area of each hardware device is individually adjustable in the program settings from 1 sq.m. up to
75 sq.m. (from 11 square feet to 800 square feet)
The time, pause and read range are adjusted in the program settings.
Sends a message on the screen of any computer, a sound alarm. 
If the reader is unauthorizedly disconnected, an alarm will sound.
The system has a built-in function to block the electromagnetic lock, turnstile, additionally connect the alarm
and flashlight. 
The system has an extension. You can connect additional systems to protect against theft at the exit from the
store, which will work as a single whole system and show at which exit from the store an unauthorized
removal of the product takes place.
The software has data exchange with a handheld mobile reader ***F-880 for inventory (Not included in the
kit). 
Tags from $ 0,29 up to $ 0.59 per unit.**

Small size anti-theft
system 

«Entrance 1,2m / 4ft»
Solution with software

use ONLY with computer

Software "Inventory" + theft protection.  It can monitor several entrances simultaneously like check point a
regular anti-theft system. Ethernet connection RJ45.  Kit:  RFID long-range reader F-930 - 1 pc. Reader size
17,7in x 17,7in x 2.5in (45cm x 45cm x 6cm). Power supplies, mounting kit, one software license. Installed
above the entrance or can be installed hidden inside the ceiling. The height of the installation is up to 3.5m /
11ft. The width of the entrance is up to 1.2m / 4ft. Sends a message on the screen of any computer, a sound
alarm. The system has a built-in function to block the electromagnetic lock, turnstile, additionally connect the
alarm and flashlight. The software has data exchange with a handheld mobile reader ***F-880 for inventory
(Not included in the kit). 

Small size anti-theft
system

“Smart Shelf”
Solution with software

use ONLY with computer

Software "Inventory" + theft protection.  It monitors and takes protection all tags in the field of action of the
reader. Ethernet connection RJ45.  Kit:  RFID long-range reader F-950 - 1 pcs. Reader size 14,5in x 14,5in x
9in (37cm x 37cm x 23cm). Power supplies, mounting kit, + antenna 1pc. + one software license. Are installed
over protected area. The height of the installation is up to 5m / 16ft. Can be installed hidden inside the ceiling.
Sends a message on the screen of any computer, a sound alarm. The system has a built-in function to block
the electromagnetic lock, turnstile, additionally connect the alarm and flashlight. The software has data
exchange with a handheld mobile reader ***F-880 for inventory (Not included in the kit).  

Mobile Inventory
Handheld mobile reader ***F-880 for inventory.
Includes software, exchange with the main software database. It has wireless Internet access. 
Can remotely share information.

The equipment is delivered fully configured to work!!!

*  The price is for the complete kit. Readers, antennas, power supplies, mounting kit.

How does the Jewelry Anti-theft Inventory system you can watch here VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPb0d6uLsA4

How to install theft protection you can watch here VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38azF5khCV4
*** F-880 Handheld mobile reader VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnVWnt6BsdY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPb0d6uLsA4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38azF5khCV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnVWnt6BsdY


Distributor Demo kit - $ 500:
- RFID medium-range reader - 1 pc. The size of the reader is 25cm x 25cm x 6cm.
   LED light and sound alarm, power supply, mounting bracket.
- RFID medium-range reader - 1 pc. Ethernet connection RJ45.
   The size of the reader is 25cm x 25cm x 6cm. Power supply, mounting bracket.
- Software RFID Anti-Theft Inventory
- Software RFID Factory
- Software RFID Access control / Parking 
- RFID tag set
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